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The Ethics 

of Stress 


How chronic anxiety damages our moral selves 

by Marjorie Kelly 

A 
larm clocks are barbaric. It searchers found that two-thirds of those 
disturbs me, to think of our studied wore collars too small for their 
world awakening each morn necks-and that a collar buttoned too 
ing to the sound of an alarm, tightly can impair vision. If a similar study 

for it seems to me a symbol of how we were conducted of footwear, I suspect 
lead our professional lives : in a state of more than two-thirds of all women would 
alarm, fright, anxiety, and stress. be found wearing shoes that physically 

Alarm is from the French, meaning harm their feet. 
"to the arms"; the Oxford English Dic Why have we constructed lives so al
tionary defines it as "A warning of dan ien to our bodies? Why this constant anx
ger, especially one given in such a way as iety? The question is more than aca
to startle or arouse the unwary ... A state demic, for as psychologist M. Scott Peck 
of surprise with terror ... To excite sus has pointed out, people placed under 
picion, to put on the alert." In its ob chronic stress tend to regress, to become 
solete meaning, alarm meant an actual less mature, and less ethical. Peck uses 
attack. As Dryden wrote in 1681, "The the example of MyLai, the 1968 incident 
doubtful nations watch his arms, With in Vietnam when American troops killed 
terror each expecting his alarms." an entire village of unarmed civilians

Thus it is we begin our days-star herding them into groups and slaugh
tled, suspicious, fearful, expecting attack tering them with machine guns and gre
(the attack of our day, the attack of our nades . Many factors were at work at 
work load) . The alarm clock signals our MyLai, Peck theorizes, but one critical 
body what the professional world will factor was the stress the troops were un
continue to signal it throughout the day: der. After "a month of poor food, of 
alarm, danger, be alert. poor sleep, of seeing comrades killed or 

It seems to come with the territory maimed," Peck wrote in People of the Lie, 
of business, this anxiety, worrying, and "the average soldier was more psycho
rushing. I've met very few business peo logically immature, primitive, and bru
ple who move through their days with tish than he might otherwise have been 
contentment and ease, who work with a in a time and place of less stress." 
spirit of relaxed pleasure. Most people I Stress can indeed damage our moral 
know live at least half their professional selves, and we needn't look so far as 
lives in a state of worry or rush . MyLai to find evidence of it. I can see it 

This is as true of the larger business in my own life, when financial stresses on 
world as it is of individuals. If Wall Street the magazine tempt me to reduce or slow 
can be considered the financial heart of down payments to contributors. I see it 
American business-the center of capital in the behavior of an executive I've en

Anxiety seems nourishment feeding out to all parts of countered who cuts people off in mid
to come with the nation-it is a heart that is chronically sentence, or impatiently walks out in the 
the territory stressed. If you were to take the collec middle of meetings, because his stress is 
of business. tive pulse on the floor of the New York so high he can't see beyond it. 
I've met very Stock Exchange on any given day, I ex If we are searching for the source 
few professionals pect the results would be alarming. of poor ethics in business, we might be
who work with The discomfort is not only internal, gin by examining the chronic stress busi
a spirit for the professional costumes we wear ness people suffer. An equally important 
of relaxed are of a sort that literally choke us . In a step, it seems to me, is to begin believing 
pleasure. recent study, Cornell University re- we can live otherwise. 
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Try imagining 
one day without 
anxiety. 

T
ry imagining one day without 
anxiety. Imagine working 
steadily (I do not say working 
hard), and feeling good in your 

body. Your back doesn't hurt. There's no 
knot in your stomach, no headache, no 
tightness in your throat. The clothes 
you're wearing are comfortable, and you 
feel alert, calm, focused . The work be
fore you is interesting, and you have am
ple time to complete it-you've managed 
your work load to make sure of that. Your 
breath comes easily. You feel calm and 
content. 

Creating such a life has become a 
personal goal for me. Starting my own 
small business to publish this magazine 
has caused my stress level to soar, and 
I've begun trying to re-imagine the shape 
of contentment in my life-what I would 
feel like when I awaken, what I'd do on 
first rising, how I'd feel inside. I 've be
gun having daydreams of a life without 
anxiety, of days lived with smooth pleas
ure. I don't want to retire from my job, 
I want to retire in it; I want my work to 

be my play. 
I've begun thinking seriously: Do I 

want a huge and successful business, or 
do I want a contented life? Do I really 
want to work this hard, or would I rather 
have more fun) I'd like to build my busi
ness by designing it from the inside out, 
the way Frank Lloyd Wright designed a 
building-not thinking of external ap
pearance but of internal purpose-not 
thinking of gross income or number of 
employees, but what I'd like to be doing 
in my days, who I'd like to associate with, 
what I'd feel good about producing. 

Arthur Lazere's article on the Briar
patch Network (page 9) has been thought
provoking for me, for Briar businesses 
don't believe in the virtue of hugeness . 
They'd rather stay small and have fun . 
Alan Watts brings a similar reminder 
(page 18) to stop trying so hard to get 

Andre Derain, woodcut from Les Oeuvres Burlesques et MystUjues de Frere 
Matorel Mort au Couvent, 1912 

somewhere and simply enjoy where I am. 
More profoundly, Nel Noddings 

(page 12) reminds me that what really 
matters is the web of human caring, and 
the part I play in it. Against our tradi
tional ethics of Justice, Noddings posits 
an ethics of caring, suggesting this might 
form a more natural and perhaps 
stronger ethical base . 

In the end, it may be that this fierce 
and stressful race of professional life is 
only a shadow game, and we're all racing 
past what really matters. What matters to 
me, I think, is living a life surrounded by 
love, a comfortable and amusing life 
where I can make a contribution to my 
culture, and playa lot. If I were looking 
back on my life, thinking about what made 
sense, what I would have done differ
ently, I think I would wish to have lived 
more calmly, and with more love. I 
wouldn't change much-not even the 
crises-but I'd move through it all with 
a calm clarity inside. I'd enjoy the ride 
more, waking each morning to look for
ward to a day without alarm. ~ 
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